program

a national
festival of
politics, art
and ideas
November
12–14, 2015

e

imagination

and possibility

ach of us experiences the world
differently. But what connects us all
is language—a complex, inadequate
system of communication that
dazzles and frustrates us with its
many forms. All our ways of being
in, thinking about and knowing the
world around us depend on our use
and understanding of language.
Our cultures are shaped by the
relationships we find in words written,
spoken and sung.

Jaron Lanier, a pioneer of virtual reality, will speak
about new horizons for the internet age. Eminent
cosmologist Lee Smolin will join Lanier in conversation
about the power of imaginative thinking in their work and
the inspiration they find in the arts. Lee Maracle will read
the latest writing that she conjured while in residence
at a nature reserve. Wanda Nanibush, Adrian Stimson,
Tim Lilburn and Philip Kevin Paul will imagine together
what possible indigenous futures can be realized. Croatian
artists Nadija Mustapić and Toni Meštrović will present a
video installation that documents the demise of a way of
life in Rijeka, Croatia, during the economic crisis — even
while the collapse offers glimpses of hope and renewal.
The program of Spur Guelph offers many musical, artistic,
philosophical and pragmatic interpretations of the theme,
Imagination and Possibility.

Over three days, the Spur Guelph
Festival offers lectures, conversations,
musical performances, literary
readings, film screenings and city
walks that will consider how we can
imagine new possibilities for the
world beyond the status quo.

Spur Guelph 2015

Spur Guelph invites us to pause and to think together
poetically as we imagine our futures — and then go out
into the world to bring them into reality.

Spur Guelph 2015

Intrigue Media
Get Noticed &
Found in your
community.

visit intrigueme.ca
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Images:
Nadija Mustapić and Toni
Meštrović, Čekaonica za ljude,
strojeve i grad (A Waiting Room for
People, Machines, and the City),
multi‑channel site-specific audio/
video installation, Train Station
Waiting Room, Rijeka Croatia,
February 2015
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I’m proud that Guelph is one
of five cities in Canada to be
part of this national festival
of politics, art, and ideas. Our
city is thrilled to be welcoming
some of Canada’s brightest
and most provocative thinkers
and artists for three days of
lectures, conversations, and
performances.
The centrepiece of Spur
Guelph is the annual Guelph
Lecture – On Being Canadian.
This event has been engaging
and inspiring audiences in our
community for more than a
decade.

welcome

University of Guelph

Mayor of Guelph

welcome

On behalf of the City of Guelph
and its citizens, I’m pleased
to welcome all visitors to the
inaugural Spur Guelph Festival.

Once again we gather for the Guelph Lecture — On
Being Canadian. This conversation on critical ideas and
issues is incredibly important in defining ourselves as a
community and a country.
Underlining its importance, this year’s lecture anchors
the inaugural Spur Guelph festival of politics, art and
ideas.
This event brings together thought leaders who will
discuss the power of imaginative thinking and the
inspiration they draw from the arts in their own worlds.
That idea resonates for me personally.
Imagination and possibility are what drive the University
of Guelph’s commitment to teaching, research and
engagement with our wider community. U of G is a
place where we discuss ideas, explore some of society’s
most challenging issues and develop innovative
solutions.
Whether it’s on campus or in the wider world,
imagination and possibility allow us to create and
discover new prospects for tomorrow.

I’d like to thank the organizers,
volunteers, and sponsors who
have made this event possible.
Enjoy the festival!

Congratulations to organizers of this year’s Guelph
Lecture and Spur Guelph.

Sincerely,

Franco Vaccarino, PhD, FCAHS
President and Vice-Chancellor
University of Guelph

Cam Guthrie, Mayor
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Valerie Hall

Joy Roberts

Helen Walsh

What do we want for Canadians? This question
is pondered daily by those involved with each of
our three organisations. We’ve come together in
Guelph to offer an entire weekend of exploration
because we all agree on at least one answer to that
question: We want Canadians to have access to the
most interesting and timely ideas on the issues and
concerns that are at the heart of this country.
We gather input from around the world, making
available the deepest thinkers, the most creative
artists and the most imaginative experiences,
designed to inspire every one of us to participate
in a community conversation — and a national
conversation — one we hope will be transformative.
The Literary Review of Canada (LRC), published 10
times per year and supplemented with a monthly
e-newsletter, offers views on Canadian books, culture,
politics, and ideas. By presenting the Spur Festival
in cities across Canada, and in partnership with the
Diaspora Dialogues, the LRC increases opportunities
for citizen involvement in nationally relevant
and locally nuanced discussions, hoping to spur
participants to action, and create a vital new cultural
infrastructure for the 21st century.
With its home here in Guelph, Musagetes is an
international organization that makes the arts more
central and meaningful in people’s lives, calling on
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Through the Guelph Lecture — On Being Canadian,
the Eramosa Institute brings new voices to Guelph
and showcases what Guelph has to offer the world.
Like Musagetes, the Eramosa Institute believes that
when people encounter art, they become more active
in exploring their responses to the world around
them.

welcome

the presenters

welcome

the transformative power of the arts as a source of
hope in what we see as dark and challenging times
ahead globally.

Many believe we are at an important juncture in
human history: global politics, economic dignity,
developments in technology, the state of the
environment — these factors and many others have
brought us to the cusp of critical change. How we
emerge from this time of change will depend entirely
on what we as individuals do and what we demand
of our governments, educators and other leaders. It
will also depend on how youth become engaged in
our communities. Every generation needs new minds,
new skills and new leaders.
We hope you find this first Spur Guelph, an offering
of our combined organizations — with its lectures,
conversations, musical performances, literary
readings, film screenings, and city walks — to be
thought-provoking, inspiring and a vehicle for
imagining new possibilities for the world beyond the
status quo.
Valerie Hall, President, Eramosa Institute
Joy Roberts, Chair, Musagetes
Helen Walsh, Publisher, Literary Review of Canada

Spur Guelph 2015
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Nadija Mustapić
Toni Meštrović
artists

Bookshelf Cinema,
41 Quebec Street
Please note this venue is
not wheelchair accessible.
Free Event

BIG

IDEAS

IN ART + CULTURE
LECTURE SERIES

Presented by Musagetes and CAFKA
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ver the past 20 years,
Rijeka’s port, railway and
ship-building industry have
been undergoing a slow and
difficult process. Many citizens
have lost their jobs at the
remaining factories, those that
weren’t closed down in the
war-torn period of the 1990s.
Croatian artists Nadija
Mustapić and Toni Meštrović
will discuss their mediabased practice and present
their recent audio/video
work called A Waiting Room
for People, Machines and the
City. This artwork provides a
poetic documentary look at
an important historic site in
Rijeka that is undergoing a
transition: the train station
and port area that houses the
shipbuilding industry. This
work was commissioned by
Musagetes for the railway
station waiting room in Rijeka.
The story of the railway and
port is a powerful metaphor
for the narrative of Croatia
itself, which has seen great
success, crushing failure and
drastic change over time. This
work asks us to contemplate
how history informs the
present and to imagine
possible futures for cities
like Rijeka.
Spur Guelph 2015

thursday

November 12, 2015
7:00 pm

big ideas
in art &
culture

thursday

O

Nadija Mustapić

Toni Meštrović

Nadija Mustapić is a Rijeka,
Croatia-based artist. She works
in video and film; her immersive
spatial video installations explore
multidimensional relations
between the representation of
space and its subjectivity. She is
an alumnus of the University of
Iowa (MFA, 2005) and teaches at
Rijeka Academy of Applied Arts.
www.nadijamustapic.com

Toni Meštrović is a video artist
working predominantly with
video and sound installations.
He studied at the Academy
of Fine Arts in Zagreb (1999)
and at the Academy of Media
Arts, Cologne (2004). His work
addresses themes of cultural
heritage, identity and the
changes that have occurred in
Dalmatia due to the period of
transition in Croatia.
www.macaknara.hr

Mustapić and Meštrović collaborate on large-scale multimedia
projects, which have been installed at museums and galleries. Their
collaborative work captures social issues and expands categories of
documentarism into spatial and poetic immersive sensory experiences.

Spur Guelph 2015
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friday

friday

November 13, 2015
3:00 – 4:30 pm

Madhur Anand

poet and ecologist

Jaron Lanier

scientist, musician, visual
artist and author

Lee Smolin

imagination
and
possibility:
a conversation

theoretical physicist
and philosopher,
Perimeter Institute

I

maginative thinking is
central to the practice
of every person working
in the scientific, creative
and humanistic fields and
disciplines — in every aspect of
human endeavour. Philosopher
Roberto Mangabeira Unger
wrote that the “imagination
is the scout of the will,
anticipating how we might
get to the there – or to
different theres – from here.”
This conversation between
a theoretical physicist,
technology pioneer and
musician, and a literary writer
will explore the role of the
imagination in their diverse
practices. How does this
capacity enable them to see
and to reveal new possibilities
for the world?
This conversation is presented
and hosted by the President’s
Office of the University of
Guelph.

Madhur Anand

Jaron Lanier

Madhur Anand’s poetry has
appeared in literary magazines
across North America and in
the anthology, The Shape of
Content: Creative Writing in
Mathematics and Science. Her
debut collection of poems, A New
Index for Predicting Catastrophes,
was published by McClelland &
Stewart/Penguin Random House
Canada in 2015 to international
acclaim. “Anand’s attention to
and ability to evoke explicit,
exponential beauty in scientific
and natural form are simply
stunning.” (Publisher’s Weekly).
Anand completed her Ph.D. in
theoretical ecology at Western
University, and is currently
University Research Chair in
Sustainability Science in the
School of Environmental Sciences
at the University of Guelph and
interim Director of the Waterloo
Institute for Complexity and
Innovation.

Jaron Lanier is a computer
scientist, composer, artist and
author who writes on numerous
topics, including high-technology
business, the impact of
technology, the philosophy of
consciousness and information,
internet politics and the future of
humanism. Lanier’s most recent
book is Who Owns the Future?
A pioneer in virtual reality, Lanier
founded VPL Research and led
teams creating VR applications
for medicine, design and
numerous other fields. Lanier is
also a musician and artist. He has
performed with a wide range of
musicians, including Philip Glass,
Yoko Ono, Ornette Coleman,
George Clinton and Steve Reich.
He composes and performs on
film soundtracks. Credits include
composer on Sean Penn’s 2010
documentary, The Third Wave, and
principle instrumental performer
for Richard Horowitz’s score for
Three Seasons. Lanier’s paintings
and drawings have been exhibited
in museums and galleries in the
United States and Europe.

Peter Clark Hall
University Centre
University of Guelph
Free Event
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friday

Information Technology Solutions
Lee Smolin
Lee Smolin is a theoretical
physicist who is a founding
and senior faculty member at
Perimeter Institute for Theoretical
Physics. His main contributions
have been to the quantum theory
of gravity, to which he has been a
co-inventor and major contributor
to loop quantum gravity and
deformed special relativity. He also
contributes to cosmology through

his proposal of cosmological
natural selection, a falsifiable
mechanism to explain the choice
of the laws of physics. He has
written four books: Life of the
Cosmos, Three Roads to Quantum
Gravity, The Trouble with Physics
and Time Reborn. Most recently, he
co-authored The Singular Universe
and The Reality of Time with
Roberto Mangabeira Unger.

TELUS
•

Cellular hardware

•

Fleet Tracking

•

Hosted VoIP

•

Video Conferencing

•

Mobile Internet

•

Expense Management Utility (EMU)

Networks

War Memorial Hall - University of Guelph
Tickets at The Bookshelf
$8 adult / $6 student/member
save $3 with Books purchase
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Introducing TELUS Business Connect!

•

Hardware/Software

The TELUS Business Connect™ solution is an advanced, inte-

•

Installation &

•

Support

grated, mobile and office communication solution designed to help
your business never miss a call.

•

Server Design/
Maintenance

Cabling & Wiring

MARGARET
ATWOOD
NOVEMBER 25, 8:00 p.m.

C & I Technologies Inc. is an organization that
commits itself to client satisfaction and retention.
We take pride in conducting business in a professional manner with customer care and quality of
service as the backbone of our philosophy.

•

Telephone/Network/
Electrical

•

Repair/Maintenance

•

Infrastructure
Planning

Security
•

Cameras & Alarms

•

Video Surveillance

•

Access Control

Interconnect
•

Nortel/Avaya

•

FortiVoice

•

VoIP Systems

 Flexible and easier to manage than a traditional phone system
 Customizable to the unique needs of your business
 Eliminates the requirement for expensive phone system hardware
 Sets up quickly and easily, with no technical expertise required

Call us Today!
4 Locations in SW Ontario
Guelph: 519-763-1183
Kitchener: 519-742-2473
London: 519-660-8585
Stoney Creek: 905-662-6444

November 13, 2015
7:00 pm

Jaron Lanier

scientist, musician, visual
artist and author

Lee Maracle

author, teacher and
historian

Penderecki String
Quartet, DJ Cyclist
and Peter Hatch

The Guelph
Lecture
On Being
Canadian

musicians

he Guelph Lecture – On
Being Canadian continues
to promote public dialogue on,
and greater understanding of,
ideas and issues of concern.
The event brings together
some of the most innovative,
imaginative and inspiring
thinkers and performers, who
engage audience members
with an array of ideas.
Now in its 13th year, the
Guelph Lecture presents
Jaron Lanier as the keynote
speaker, who will speak about
humanity’s complex, often
conflictual, relationship
with digital technology and
virtual reality, particularly the
internet. Lee Maracle, our
literary guest, will read from
books she launched during
during her Eastern Comma
residency in Cambridge, ON,
while living at North House,
a high-tech house of the
future. In an extraordinary
collaboration, the Penderecki
String Quartet and DJ Cyclist
will perform the world
premiere of a new composition
by Peter Hatch, who will join
them on stage.

Presented by the
Eramosa Institute
River Run Centre,
35 Woolwich Street
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DJ Cyclist

Peter Hatch

From a rapturous dawn, DJ Mark
Penner, alias Cyclist, was kneedeep in disco. An all-disco
residency with A Digital Needle at
Toronto’s Beam Me Up has seen
the eclectic producer share the
spotlight with the likes of Al Kent,
Kon, Psychemagik and Eddie C,
as well as bolster his production
repertoire by working with
Goldroom, Drop Out Orchestra,
Rogue Vogue & vocalist Maiko
Watson – a collaboration that
has resulted in over a 100,000
plays on SoundCloud. As a DJ
and producer, Cyclist has brought
his indie-dance brand of boogie
funk to the global stage, live
and in the studio. His own label,
MANI/PEDI Records with RAC’s
Karl Kling, launched late 2013 to
intercontinental kudos. When not
occupied by establishing Beam
Me Up as Canada’s premier disco
party, Cyclist is consumed by
his passion for analogue synths
and digging for records – a
juxtaposition that makes Cyclist
the obsessive, disco-discerning
tastemaker he is.

Peter Hatch is a composer, music
curator and teacher. He has
composed works in a large number
of genres, from orchestral and
chamber music to instrumental
theatre, electroacoustics and
installations. Known for his
interest in revitalizing the
listening experience, Hatch’s
compositions are both heady and
playful, profound and humorous.
His works have been featured
at festivals such as the ISCM
World Music Days, the Darmstadt
Ferienkurse für Neue Musik,
Montreal’s Espaces Improbable,
by organizations such as Aventa,
Soundstreams, Arraymusic, the
Winnipeg, Vancouver, Edmonton,
Windsor, Victoria and KitchenerWaterloo symphonies. Hatch is
the founder of NUMUS Concerts
and the Open Ears Festival of
Music and Sound, was composerin-residence with the KitchenerWaterloo Symphony (1999–2003)
and is currently Arts and Culture
Consultant with the Perimeter
Institute for Theoretical Physics.
Hatch is a professor at the
Faculty of Music, Wilfrid Laurier
University.

Spur Guelph 2015
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friday

Jason Lanier

See biography on page 11.

The Penderecki
String Quartet
Lee Maracle
Lee Maracle is the author of a
number of critically acclaimed
literary works, including
Sojourners and Sundogs, Celia’s
Song, Ravensong, Bobbi Lee,
Daughters Are Forever, Will’s
Garden, Bent Box and I Am
Woman. A new collection of her
work will be released in October
2015 titled Memory Serves and
Other Words. Maracle was born
in North Vancouver and is a
member of the Stó:lō nation. The
mother of four and grandmother
of seven, Maracle is currently an
instructor at the University of
Toronto. She is also the Traditional
Teacher for First Nations House,
an instructor with the Centre for
Indigenous Theatre and SAGE
(Supporting Aboriginal Graduate
Enhancement) and a writing
instructor at the Banff Centre for
the Arts. Maracle has received
an Honorary Doctor of Letters
from St. Thomas University, the
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Medal
and the Ontario Premier’s Award
for Excellence in the Arts.
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The Penderecki String Quartet,
approaching the third decade
of an extraordinary career,
has become one of the most
celebrated chamber ensembles
of their generation. The four
musicians, from Poland, Canada
and the United States, create
performances that demonstrate
their “remarkable range of
technical excellence and
emotional sweep” (The Globe
and Mail). Their recent schedule
included concerts in New York
(Weill Hall at Carnegie Hall),
Amsterdam, Los Angeles, as well
as appearances at international
festivals in Poland, Lithuania,
Italy, Venezuela, Brazil and China.
The quartet champions music
of our time, performing a wide
range of repertoire from Haydn to
Zappa as well as premiering over
100 new works to date. Described
by Fanfare as “an ensemble
of formidable power and keen
musical sensitivity,” the quartet’s
discography includes the
chamber music of Brahms and
Shostakovich and their recently
released Bartók cycle.
Spur Guelph 2015

CHUBB INSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA
“For more than 125 years,
the Chubb Group of Insurance
Companies has been
delivering exceptional
property and casualty
insurance products and
services to businesses
and individuals around the
world.”

PROUD TO SPONSOR

THE GUELPH LECTURE – ON BEING CANADIAN

November 14, 2015
3:00 – 4:30 pm

in conversation
with emerging
scholars

The Guelph Lecture – On Being Canadian

M

any of the speakers
participating in
Spur Guelph will host a
conversation on a topic of their
choice with Emerging Scholars
– while walking in the city or
chatting at a café. The scholars
will be selected undergraduate
and graduate students from
the University of Guelph, the
University of Waterloo and
Wilfrid Laurier University.

saturday

Proud to sponsor

Walks in the city
or café chats
Various locations

A Hammoud

Spur Guelph 2015
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November 14, 2015
7:00 pm

Shawn Van Sluys
moderator

Tim Lilburn poet
Wanda Nanibush
artist and curator

imagining
futures
a conversation
& performance

Philip Kevin Paul poet
Adrian Stimson artist
Digging Roots music

River Run Centre,
35 Woolwich Street
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his conversation will focus
on the possibility of futures
that draw from indigenous and
artistic ways of knowing and
shaping the world.
We think and speak in
metaphors. Language first
came to be through our
observation of the natural
world – so many of our most
fundamental metaphors relate
to phenomena in nature: heat
rising, things falling, solids
containing, liquids flowing and
so on. As we became more
sophisticated creatures over
millennia, up to this highly
technological moment, many
of our societies and cultures
have lost that early connection
to nature, to the land,
giving rise to the dominant,
oppressive, colonial and
authoritative metaphors that
led us to today’s entrenched
social injustices.
How can the imagining of
indigenous futures offer
new or revised institutional,
relational, and spatial forms
and metaphors that centralize
our relationships to the land
and to each other? How do
we radically resist dominant
cultural constructs through
our use of language and
performance?
Spur Guelph 2015
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Digging Roots

Tim Lilburn

With the release of their latest
album project, For the Light,
multi-award and JUNO-winning
alternative roots duo Digging
Roots bring their nomadic
wanderlust to sonic terrain.
With 12 original tracks that
reflect a maturing sense of
storytelling, For the Light features
husband-and-wife team Raven
Kanatakta and ShoShona Kish
trading lead vocals, continuing
to fluidly complement each
other’s strengths while going
from whispery intimacies to
smoky wails. Firmly inhabiting
roots and blues, the album is an
eclectic tapestry of light and dark
sound with sweet harmonies
and melodic accompaniments
of ukulele, banjo, mellotron and,
of course, Raven’s bombastic
resonator guitar. Digging Roots
were recently awarded the first
Cobalt Prize for Contemporary
Blues Composition at the Maple
Blues Awards (2015). The creator
and benefactor of the award,
musician Paul Reddick, presented
Digging Roots the grand prize for
their song, “Hwy 17.”

Tim Lilburn was born in Regina.
He has published nine books
of poetry, including To the River
(1999), Kill-site (2003), Orphic
Politics (2008) and Assiniboia
(2012). His work has received
Canada’s Governor General’s
Award (for Kill-site), the
Saskatchewan Book of the Year
Award and the Canadian Authors
Association Award, among other
prizes. A selection of his poetry
is collected in Desire Never
Leaves: The Poetry of Tim Lilburn
(Wilfrid Laurier University Press,
2007). Lilburn has produced two
books of essays, both concerned
with poetics, eros, politics and
especially environmentalism:
Living in the World as if It Were
Home (1999) and Going Home
(2008). His work has been
translated into Mandarin, French,
Spanish, German, Polish and
Serbian. A new poetry collection,
The Names, will appear in spring,
2016. He teaches at the University
of Victoria.

Spur Guelph 2015
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saturday
Spur Guelph 2015

Philip Kevin Paul

Wanda Nanibush

Philip Kevin Paul is a member of
the WSÁ,NEC Nation from the
Saanich Peninsula on Vancouver
Island. His work has been
published in BC Studies, Literary
Review of Canada, Breathing
Fire: Canada’s New Poets and An
Anthology of Canadian Native
Literature in English. Paul has
worked with the University of
Victoria’s linguistics department
to ensure the preservation
of the SENĆOŦEN language.
Philip Kevin Paul’s second book
of poetry, Little Hunger, was
shortlisted for a 2009 Governor
General’s Literary Award. His first
book of poetry, Taking the Names
Down from the Hill, won the 2004
Dorothy Livesay Award for Poetry.
Smolin attended Harvard
University. After postdocs at IAS
Princeton, ITP Santa Barbara and
the University of Chicago he held
faculty positions at Yale, Syracuse
and Penn State University. He is
also adjunct professor of physics
at the University of Waterloo and
a member of the graduate faculty
of the philosophy department at
the University of Toronto.

Wanda Nanibush is an
Anishinaabe-kwe image and word
warrior, curator and community
organizer living in her territory of
Chimnissing. Currently, Nanibush
is a guest curator at the Art
Gallery of Ontario and is touring
her exhibition, The Fifth World,
which opens January 2016 at the
Kitchener-Waterloo Art Gallery.
The island life allows her to finish
upcoming projects, including
a film called A Love Letter to My
People, a documentary on Gerald
Vizenor, a book called Violence No
More (Arp Press), an anthology of
Indigenous Curatorial Writing and
more.

Spur Guelph 2015
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saturday
homegrouprealty.ca

Providing the
real estate
experience
you deserve

Adrian Stimson

Shawn Van Sluys

Adrian Stimson is a member
of the Siksika (Blackfoot)
Nation in southern Alberta. He
is an interdisciplinary artist,
curator and educator who has
a BFA with distinction from
the Alberta College of Art &
Design and an MFA from the
University of Saskatchewan.
As an interdisciplinary artist,
Adrian’s work includes paintings,
installations, sculpture and
performance. Recent exhibits and
performances include Sovereign
Acts, Southern Alberta Art Gallery;
Storytelling, Contemporary
Native Art Biennial and Art
Mûr (Montreal); Witnesses,
Belkin Gallery (Vancouver);
Reconsidering Reconciliation,
Buffalo Boy’s Coal Jubilee, House
of the Wayward Spirits, presented
by ANDPVA (Toronto); and
exhibits at Agnes Etherington Art
Centre (Queen’s University) and
Photoquai, Musée du Quai Branly
(Paris). Adrian was awarded
the Blackfoot Visual Arts Award
in 2009, the Queen Elizabeth II
Golden Jubilee Medal in 2003 and
the Alberta Centennial Medal in
2005.

Shawn Van Sluys is the executive
director of Musagetes, a
philanthropic arts organization
based in Guelph. Musagetes is
committed to making the arts
more central and meaningful
in people’s lives and in our
communities and societies.
With artists and communities,
Musagetes co-creates living
experiences – some small, some
large – that bring people together
to articulate social needs,
generate ideas and spark action.
Prior to Musagetes, Van Sluys
was the first Executive Director
of the Canadian Art Museum
Directors’ Organization, a
national arts-service organization
that represents 85 museum
directors. Van Sluys studied at
the University of Lethbridge and
worked at the Southern Alberta
Art Gallery.
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thank you

Thanks to all our volunteers
and organizers.

For us, it’s all in the numbers.

Providing accounting,
insurance and
investment alternatives
to both individuals and
companies throughout
Southwestern Ontario for
over 25 years.

Voted #1 Pub!
Voted #1 Family Restaurant!
22 Craft Beers on Tap!

www.lyonfinancial.ca

176 Woolwich Street, Downtown Guelph
519-836-2875 | woolwicharrow.ca
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Sharing thinking, knowledge
and resources associated with
Insurance and Investing in
Guelph Ontario
Spur Guelph 2015

Musagetes presents
ArtsEverywhere
In early 2016, Musagetes will launch
a new program called ArtsEverywhere,
an online platform (ArtsEverywhere.ca)
and series of related researches, cafés,
residencies, and publications – all
with a focus on art in relation to public
space, economic dignity, communitybuilding, urbanism and rural dynamics
as well as art in relation to complex
forms of oppression, celebrations of
difference and the possibilities that
are present in a deep engagement
with complexity.
Go to musagetes.ca for updates on
the 2016 launch of ArtsEverywhere.

musagetes.ca

